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A State of Crisis BackgroundA State of Crisis Background

All insurance companies left West Virginia except 
one. . . and the one remaining company is “cherry-
picking”.

In 2002, the legislature established a state-operated 
insurance program for physicians and rural 
hospitals through the Board of Risk and Insurance 
Management (BRIM) through HB 601.

• Over 1,000 physicians are now enrolled.
• 18 rural hospitals are insured through BRIM.

The legislature, especially the Senate, wanted  West 
Virginia out of the insurance business.



BackgroundBackground (continued)(continued)

West Virginia was on the AMA’s list of 
“states in crisis.”

Impact on West Virginia:
• Physicians left the state; some went across the 

border to neighboring states.
• Inability to retain residents. 
• Jackson General and Putnam General Hospitals 

closed their OB programs.
• Loss of orthopedic and neurosurgeons – more 

than 10 statewide. 

Walkout of surgeons in Northern Panhandle.





BackgroundBackground (continued)(continued)

2002 West Virginia Elections
• Healthcare was the #1 issue. 
• Republicans won several new seats.
• Long-term politicians defeated.

National Reform
•President Bush supports malpractice 
tort reform.







BackgroundBackground (continued)(continued)

CAMC:
• Lost  Level I Trauma Center Designation.

• $800,000 loss in September alone; ripple effect much larger.
• Experienced 47 bypasses, 14 diversions, 4 transfers from August 27 –

September 30, 2002.
• Average HealthNet flight miles with a patient on-board increased from 48 to 79 

minutes; total flight time increased from .96 hours to 1.58 hours.

• Medical Staff modified their privileges.

• Inability to recruit sub-specialists.

• Inability to retain our own residents (none retained in Pediatrics, 
General Surgery, OB/GYN).

• CAMC Residency Program International Graduates:
– 2000             5  (21%)
– 2001       10  (38%)
– 2002       15  (58%)
– 2003           13  (50%)
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Goals of HB 2122Goals of HB 2122

First Priority

Keep our doctors in West Virginia by 
passing significant tort reform.

Second Priority

Establish a physician mutual.

Third Priority

Provide financial relief to physicians. 



Tort ReformTort Reform
Key ProvisionsKey Provisions

Cap on non-economic damages 
• $250,000 per occurrence regardless of the number 

of plaintiffs or defendants.  
• In cases where plaintiff proves malpractice results 

in wrongful death, permanent physical deformity or 
loss of limb or permanent physical or mental 
injuries, the cap could slide up to $500,000.

Trauma Center Cap
• $500,000 for lawsuits filed as a result of good faith 

care for an emergency condition provided at a 
designated trauma center.  “Emergency condition” 
is defined as any traumatic injury or acute medical 
condition which involves a significant risk of death, 
significant complications or disabilities or 
significant risk to an unborn child.



Tort Reform Tort Reform 
Key ProvisionsKey Provisions

Individual liability equal to percent of fault
• Eliminates the current rule where any defendant who is 

greater than 25% at fault can be required to pay the entire 
verdict (joint liability) and replaces it with individual liability 
equal to percent of fault (several liability).  This rule takes 
effect upon the creation of the patient injury compensation 
fund (which will not be in place before the 2004 Legislative 
Session).

Collateral payments to plaintiffs reduced by 
amounts paid 

• Collateral sources include both private and governmental 
payers of medical and hospital expenses such as payments 
from worker’s compensation, insurance or Social Security 
Disability benefits which are obtained from the same injury.  
Collateral sources will be offset from the final verdict.

• There are some exceptions if the policy was individually 
purchased or if the collateral source has right of subrogation.



Tort Reform Tort Reform 
Key ProvisionsKey Provisions

Patient Injury Compensation Fund
• Committee will develop recommendations on the 

feasibility of creating a patient injury compensation fund 
to cover economic damages that exceed the $500,000 
trauma cap or due to the elimination of joint liability.

Expert Witness Qualifications strengthened
• Expert witnesses must spend 60 percent of their time in 

active practice or teaching in the same specialty for 
which they wish to render an opinion.

Loss of Chance provision
• Requires reasonable degree of probability that if the 

physician had followed the standard of care, it would have 
resulted in greater than 25% chance that the patient 
would have had an improved recovery.



Tort Reform Tort Reform 
Key ProvisionsKey Provisions

Physician Financial Assistance
• A credit on the provider tax of 10 percent of premiums

(including tail insurance) in excess of $30,000 or
• A credit on provider tax of 20 percent of premiums

(including tail insurance) in excess of $70,000 

Liability through theory of “ostensible agency” 
eliminated.

• Eliminates the doctrine of “ostensible agency” as long as 
the provider carries $1.0 million in professional liability 
insurance



Other Provisions of HB 2122Other Provisions of HB 2122

Physicians’ Mutual Initial Capitalization
• $24 million from Tobacco Settlement Fund
• One time assessment on insurance carriers ($3.0 million)
• One time $1,000 assessment on all physicians ($3.2 

million) 
– Exempted:  faculty, residents, physicians working in 

FQHCs and Armed Services

Governance of Physician Mutual
• 11 directors consisting of current BRIM Board plus Dean of 

WVU Medical School and five physicians

Transfer of assets and liabilities
• Physician book of business will be transferred from BRIM 

to the physician mutual 
• Critical Access Hospitals will be allowed to remain with 

BRIM.  Larger rural hospitals will need to form their own 
captive.  
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Questions?Questions?




